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Social media and environmental advocacy have created a tipping point in how consumer goods are
made. Remember the "yoga mat" chemical that Subway quickly removed from its sandwiches,
compelled by FoodBabe.com?  And what of the Baby Shampoo that our grandmothers trusted since
1953, from one generation to the next, at baby's bath time, the one with the "No More Tears" label?
Johnson & Johnson just (just!) reformulated it to make it formaldehyde-free. 
Johnson & Johnson's response to their customers' concerns was stunning, and bold. "This lands
right at the heart and soul of what Johnson & Johnson is about, so we really had to take this very
seriously," mused Cathy Salerno, the vice president of research and development for the company's
consumer products division in North America (NY Times, 01/17/2014). The underlying message is
that responsible action is needed, we are no longer passive shoppers; we are demanding to know
more and we require more. 
Walk into your nearby Home Depot, WalMart, Target, CVS or Walgreens, and you will see aisles of
products changed by the public's insistence on having safer choices. 
With the launch of LEED version 4 last November, real estate is also being transformed, in response
to this rising tide of consumer expectations. Ideas to enhance productivity and satisfaction, and yield
operational benefits over time, are on the table in ways never before imagined. This new trend
towards "transparency" has yielded a whole new conversation for owners and designers specifying
products for their buildings, such as:
* What is inside the building's finish materials? What are they made of?
* Where did they come from? How were the raw materials sourced and extracted? 
* How were they made? What are their environmental attributes?
Vidaris, Inc. is a recognized leader in this growing transparency field, possessing the specialized,
decades-long sustainability expertise and field savvy of an in-house close-knit team of architects,
industrial hygienists/toxicologists and specifiers.  Architects and designers will soon be flooded with
chemical information as manufacturers start releasing more and more of this detailed product data
on their building product offerings. Vidaris' team works on behalf of the owner/client, guiding the
design team and helping them extract useful information as the basis for informed decisions. 
Vidaris uses the new product transparency tools to meet the program and performance
requirements of the owner/client.  When planning a new project, Vidaris advises convening a
brainstorming session as the first step, either with the key decision-maker or group, to establish the
scope, and to delve as deep as asked, so that the building materials consulting is aligned and
client-focused, championing the client's story.
Vidaris also provides in-house training to corporate and private clients on product transparency and
high performance building systems, as an approved AIA/Continuing Education System provider.



Vidaris vets products and specification language, navigating terrain "foreign" to most A/Es and
owners (Health Product Declarations (HPD), Environmental Product Declarations (EPD),
Responsible Extraction, REACH, GreenScreen, Cradle 2 Cradle, GreenWizard, Pharos, Declare,
etc.. Vidaris' building materials review process covers a range of important issues, from targeted
materials avoidance, to evaluations of HPD, EPD, and emissions data, to reviews of maintenance
protocols. 
Under LEED v4, credit is also given for value-added indoor air strategies. Vidaris validates indoor air
quality, helps with comfort issues, and performs air monitoring checkups as part of their building
system retro-commissioning service line.  
The focus of work is often on owner-occupied buildings: especially healthcare, universities, hotels,
corporate, public; complex buildings: hospitals, labs, federal projects; or high-value residential
properties. Research and a well-defined process are critical to informed and well-documented
decisions.
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